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1 Lists
Up to now we have talked about lists in a rather abstract way; we have said nothing about how list structures
and operations on them should be implemented in a program. In principle there could be many ways of
implementing list structures; in practice there are two main methods: we may use either arrays or pointers.
The easiest way of implementing a list is to use an array structure. In Java we could declare a list-ofintegers
identifier
If we do this, we have to make sure that we implement operations like
 using int[].

  
,
,
, and   in the right way. For example, to  a new element into a list we have to
move all the existing elements along one place and then slot the new element into the vacated position at the
beginning. The following code works:
public static int[] cons(int a, int[] list)
{
int[] temp = new int[list.length+1];
temp[0]=a;
for (int i=1; i<temp.length; i++) temp[i]=list[i-1];
return temp;
}






Exercise: Write suitable code for the functions
,
, and   using the array representation.
Another way of implementing lists is using pointers. This can be set up using the following code:
public static class list
{
int head;
list tail;
public list(int h, list t)
{
head = h;
tail = t;
}
}

The code for  is now almost trivial:
public static list cons(int h, list t)
{
list l = new list(h,t);
return l;
}
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Exercise: Write code for ! using the pointer implementation of lists.
Both these methods implement a common underlying concept of lists and their associated operations.
Suppose someone asked ‘Have you implemented lists correctly?’. This question is only meaningful because
we have the underlying concept which exists separately from any particular implementations of it. The
underlying concept can be thought of as setting the standard for possible implementations; it defines what is
to count as a correct implementation. A disciplined way of programming will always start with the abstract
concepts and then seek to implement them correctly.
In this section we shall look at a standard way of presenting these underlying abstract concepts, which
are known as abstract data types. An abstract data type specifies a set of operations on elements of the type,
and also lays down some relations which these operations must satisfy.
Here is a minimal specification of the abstract data type "#%$&('*)&+(,.- . We assume that the type )&+(,
has already been specified (if, for example, we are interested in lists of integers, then we’d replace )&+(, by
)/&+01(2 throughout):
:<;= >@?
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N
O'j,J &8KC-gk2W2WX2
&9O #[+'j(,J &%Kf-bgl(2W2YX@2

Of the operations, (,J &%K is a constant, ^ X@$ is a constructor function (because it is used for building
N
up new lists out of old), and O and &9O #[ are selector functions (because they are used for picking out the
components from which a list is built). The relations ensure that these all bear the correct relationship to
each other, i.e., that they behave as we want them to.
Note that the specification is abstract in the sense that it says nothing about what lists actually are; it
merely says what you can do to them and how they behave when you do it. Any collection of objects,
abstract or concrete, which behave in the way specified will do as a way of implementing lists.
Using this minimal specification of [E#8$ & we can go on to introduce a richer repertoire of operations,
N
such as "h(<0 & , (! , and mn(o1(2$@ . These can be defined using recurrence relations as in the previous
section, and theorems can be proved about how they behave.
We might want to specify [E#8$ & in such a way that these extra operations are included in the type definition.
A richer "#8$ & ADT is given below:
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 O' X$ 'EdGe+Kf-+-hgid

^
&9O#8[9' X$'Ede+KC-+-giK
N
O'j(,J&8KC-gz22YX2
&9O#8[9'j,J &%Kf-gl(2W2YX@2
O !'j(,J&8Ke+d<-g{d
^
^
O !' X$ 'EdGe+Kf-|e~} -hg
X$ 'EdGe~O<(!'EKe~} -+N
[j(<0 & 'j(,J &%Kf-gz
N ^
N
[j(<0 & ' X$'Ede+KC-+-gz[j<0& 'EKf-z
2(o1(2$'j(,J&8KC-bgk(,J&8K
^
2(o1(2$' X$ 'EdGe+Kf-+-g
^
O<(!'E2o(2$'EKC-|e X@$'Ede,J &%Kf-+-
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You might think that we should add some further relations such as:
<(!EG(J %Cbi
<(!EG~(!E~ +hz (!*(!E+C|~ 
 <+* (!E+C+  <9GE<!  <+EC
YYE(E/+i
 <+E(1(@ E<+h  (<+E/
YY* !EG+f+k<(!E(EC|+(@ E<+

but these would be redundant because they can all be proved to hold using the relations already given. This
means that they will be automatically satisfied in any correct implementation of the data type as given.
Exercise. We’ve already proved the second and third of these relations in the section on Induction on Lists.
See if you can prove the others.

2 Binary trees
The technique illustrated here for specifying lists can be used for other data types commonly used in computing. A frequently encountered example is the binary tree. An example is shown in Figure 1. This tree
contains eleven nodes, each labelled with a letter. Nodes are of two types, leaf nodes (in the figure, these are

, ,  ,  ,  and  ), and branch nodes ( ,  ,  ,  , and  ). Each branch node has two branches hanging down
from it, and there is a node at the end of each of these branches. Node  is the root node of the tree, from
which everything else hangs. Any of the other nodes can be regarded as the root node of a subtree of the
tree. This gives us a way of describing the structure of the tree. At the highest level of description, the tree
consists of the root node  , which is a branch node with branches to  and  , each of which is in turn the root
node of a subtree. These subtrees can then be described similarly: the left subtree consists of its root node  ,
with branches to nodes  and which are both leaf nodes; and similarly with the right subtree. A leaf node
can be regarded as a minimal subtree; thus a node all on its own, with no branching, counts as a binary tree,
albeit rather a trivial one.
a
b
d

c
e

g

f
i

h
j

k

Figure 1: A binary tree
We can therefore describe the recursive construction of the type  /% *+(. of binary trees with

labels of type +( as follows: given item  , we can form a minimal tree   E< ; and given item  and
trees ¡ and ¢ we can form a tree % EG ¡  ¢  which has  as its root node, with branches to ¡ on the left
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and £ on the right. Thus the tree in Figure 1 can be constructed as follows:
¤
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¥
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can be eliminated from these equations to give the single rather hard-to-read equation

¤z¥z¦8§¨ ¨ ©*ª «+¦%§¨ ¨ ©j¯ «~¶j¨ ª%·b©*¸1®|«~¶*¨ ª%·b©j¨®+®|«+¦8§¨@¨©*²«+¦8§¨@¨©j·«~¶j¨ª9·b©j½®|«+¦%§¨ ¨©E¾«¶j¨ª9·b©ÂÁ ®Å«~¶j¨ª9·b©jÃC®+®~®|«~¶Æ¨ ª%·b©r¼1®+®®|Ä

We now specify

¯|¾ÆÇ/¦%§Y¨@¨

as an abstract data type:

È5É!ÊËnÌ¾ÆÇ/¦%§¨ ¨ ©*Í¦+¨(Î.®
Ô 
Ê Ë ÑÕfÒ@ÖEÐ×GÓ
¶j¨ ª%·.ÚÍ¦9¨ÎÜÛRÌ¾ÆÇ/¦8§¨@¨
¦%§¨ ¨nÚÍ¦+¨(ÎsÝxÌ¾ÆÇ/¦%§¨ ¨yÝ]ÌÞ¾Ç/¦8§¨ ¨5ÛRÌ¾ÆÇ/¦%§Y¨@¨
§YßWß¦ÚÌ¾ÆÇ/¦%§¨ ¨5ÛRÍ¦+¨(Î
¶j¨@·¦|«+§W¾j¼½C¦hÚ ÌÞ¾Ç/¦8§¨ ¨àÛcÌ¾ÆÇ/¦%§Y¨@¨á.â@¨§§Yß§ã

Ï<ÐÑ Ò Ó
Í¦+¨(Î
Ì¾ÆÇ/¦%§Y¨@¨

Ø 1
Ë Ù ÕfÒ@ÖEÐ×GÓ
§YßWß¦©*¶j¨ª9·b©Eä<®+®¥iä
¶j¨ ·¦(©*¶j¨ª9·b©Eä<®+®¥l¨(§W§Yß@§
§W¾j¼½C¦©*¶j¨ ª%·b©Eä/®+®¥k¨§§Yß§
§YßWß¦©E¦%§¨ ¨©EäG«+å«~æ®+®¥iä
¶j¨ ·¦(©E¦%§Y¨@¨©EäG«+å«~æ ®+®h¥iå
§W¾j¼½C¦©E¦%§¨ ¨ ©Eä«+å«~æ ®+®q¥zæ
Ì¾ÆÇ/¦8§¨@¨

As with lists, we can go on to define various other functions on the
data type. Two examples
¶j¨ ªè1¨ é
, which gives the length of the longest path from the root to a leaf in the tree; and
, which
are
gives the total number of leaves. These can be defined by the following recurrence relations:
¸¨9ç ¦+½

¸ ¨+ç ¦+½©*¶j¨ª9·b©Eä<®+®¥kê
¸ ¨+ç ¦+½©E¦%§Y¨@¨©EäG«~ëì«
£

®+®¥zÎxªät©*¸ ¨9ç¦9½G©*ëw®|«~¸ ¨+ç ¦+½©
£

®+®tízî

¶j¨ ªè1¨ é©*¶*¨ ª%·b©Eä/®+®¥ïî
¶j¨ ªè1¨ é©E¦8§¨ ¨ ©Eä«~ëð«
£

®+®¥z¶j¨ª è¨@é ©*ëq®íñ¶j¨ª è¨@é ©

¸ ¨9ç¦9½G©r¤ò®

£

®

¤

To see how these work, we compute
for the tree of Figure 1.
¤/°«9¤±Y«9¤/´W«9¤<»W«9¤/¿W«9¤ ¬À
Since
are leaves, they all have depth 0. Then we have
¸¨9ç
¸¨9ç
¸¨9ç
¸¨9ç
¸¨9ç

¦+½©r¤ ¬ ®¥iÎxª ä\©*¸¨9ç
¦+½©r¤ » ®¥iÎxª ä\©*¸¨9ç
¦+½©r¤/³ ®¥iÎxª ä\©*¸¨9ç
¦+½©r¤  ®¥iÎxª ä\©*¸¨9ç
¦+½©r¤y®¥iÎxª ä\©*¸ ¨+ç

¦+½©r¤/° ®|«~¸ ¨+ç
¦+½©r¤ ¿ ®|«~¸ ¨+ç
¦+½©r¤!º®|«~¸ ¨+ç
¦+½©r¤/³ ®|«~¸ ¨+ç
¦+½©r¤ ¬ ®|«~¸ ¨+ç

¦+½©r¤<±W®+®!ízîð¥zÎxªät©*ê1«~ê®ízîà¥óî
¦+½©r¤\¬À®!íiîà¥zÎxªät©*ê1«~ê®ízîà¥óî
¦+½©r¤/»®+®!ízîð¥zÎxªät©*ê1«î ®ízîà¥lô
¦+½©r¤/´®+®!ízîð¥zÎxªät©jô«~ê®ízîà¥lõ
¦9½G©r¤  ®+®!ízîð¥iÎxª ä\©9îW«õ®Gízîà¥iö
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(D1)
(D2)
(Lvs1)
(Lvs2)

so ÷ has depth 4 (the length of a path from the root to leaf ø or leaf ù ).
Exercise. Compute újûü ýû@þ ÿr÷ for this tree. (Your answer should be 6.)
There is an important relationship between the depth of a binary tree and the number of leaves it has.
This is expressed by the following theorem:
Theorem. For any binary tree ÷ , ú*û üý1û þÿr÷

  .

Proof. We use induction on  ûÿr÷ .
Base case ( ûÿr÷ ). In this case ÷  újû ü"!bÿ$#% for some # , and we have ú*û üý1û þÿr÷&(' . Since
')* , the base case is established.
Induction step (from  û+,+Gÿr÷-/. to  û+,+Gÿr÷-/.10/' ). Assume as induction hypothesis that the result
holds for all trees of depth . or less, and let "2û ûÿ$#436573689 be any tree of depth .:0;' . Then û+ÿ<5 and
 ûÿ<89 must both be . or less, so by the induction hypothesis we have

<5 6$ >=? 3

<89 6$ A@, B

újûü ýû@þ ÿ

újû üý1û þÿ

Hence, by (Lvs2),

$C2 $#D365E3689F

ú*û üý1û þÿ û@ûÿ

<5GH0 ú*û üý1û þÿ<89
 6 IJ=K 0L   >@
NMO0LNM
 MP4Q ;   RASC RTU =U @V

ú*û üý1û þÿ






as required.

W

2.1 Minimum complexity for a sorting algorithm
We can use the theorem just proved to determine the minimum complexity for any sorting algorithm. Assume that the sorting is achieved solely by means of comparisons between elements. Then the algorithm
must follow a path through a binary tree whose leaves are all the possible permutations of the initial list.
Each branch point represents a comparison between two elements of the list, with a branch corresponding
to each of the two possible orderings. This is shown in Figure 2 for a list containing three elements X ü,3 YZ36[]\ .
The worst-case complexity is given by the length of the longest path down through the tree, in this case 3.
yes

a<b?
no

b<c?

a<c?

yes
abc

no
yes
acb

yes
a<c?
bac
no
cab

no
yes

b<c?
no

bca

cba

Figure 2: Decision tree for sorting three elements
For . elements to be sorted, the tree has ._^ leaves (one for each possible ordering of the elements). If
the maximum path length is ù , then, by our theorem, the number of leaves is at most ` , so ._^,a` , hence
ùcbedAfg?hYÿ$._^R . Now ù is a measure of the complexity of sorting . elements, so we need an estimate of its
size. We have, first,

dAfgihWÿ$._^RjadAfgih.k0ldfgmhÿ$.onp'ZH0ldfgmhÿ$.onqrH0ts s s0ldAfgmhÿ+'Zup.)dAfgmhv._3
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and second, assuming w is even,

xAyzm{r| w_}R~





 xyzm{ k
w  xAyzm{r| woZ~H xAyzi{ w  ;  xAyzi{ w  & xAyzi{ w   a  xAyzi{| Z~
 xAyz) { and
w  xAyz w   w  
(since each term in the left-hand bracket is
each term in the right-hand bracket, apart from the last, is / )
w  IxAyzm{ w  a :p
w  xAyz { woL
{ xyz {

xAyz,|

xAyz {

xAyzv|

| xAyz

| xAyz

w&q9
w_}R~pw
w , so w_}R~_/ w w4~ . Hence :t w w4~ . This
Hence we have  w
gives us a lower bound for the complexity of sorting w elements. It tells us that no sorting algorithm using
| xAyz w4~ . Since algorithms
comparisons between elements can have a worst case complexity better than  w
of this complexity do exist (e.g., Mergesort, Quicksort), we can say that this is the complexity of the problem
(not just of this or that algorithm).
Not all sorting algorithms do involve comparisons between elements. If the number of distinct elements
that can occur in a list is finite and known in advance (say every element is known to be in the set  1, 2, 3,
. . . , 100  ) then we can use a highly efficient bucket-sort algorithm: simply set up an array of “buckets”, one
for each possible element, and then run through the list putting each element in its correct bucket. Finally
you read off the sorted list by running through the buckets in order and retrieving their contents. This can
|
be done in linear time, i.e.,  w4~ . However, this does not solve the general sorting problem.
3 Text files
We shall take a somewhat simple-minded approach to the definition of text files, which is nonetheless powerful enough to allow the definition of a wide range of word-processing operators.
A text-file may be regarded as a (possibly empty) string of characters, but from a word-processing view,
an important concept is where you are in the file, i.e., the current cursor position. To model this we represent
the file as a pair of character strings <769 , where  is the string of characters occurring before the cursor,
and  is the string occurring at or after the cursor. For technical convenience,  is given backwards, i.e.,
running right to left from the position immediately to the left of the cursor to the beginning of the file. This
may seem odd, but it actually makes the word-processing operations much easier to specify. The following
table shows a selection of files, and their pair representations. In the files the character at the cursor position
is underlined. Recall that we use  to represent the empty string, containing no characters.
File
Comments


K¢¡¢£ ¤Z¥,¦ ¡ ¢ £?¤Z¥,¦ Typical file
 ¢¡¢£?¤
K]¡§£?¤ Cursor at start of file

K¢¡¢£?¤ £i¡ ]
¤
Cursor at last character
K]¡§£?¤ Z¤ £m¡ ¢ 
Cursor at end of file


Empty file
We must assume we have a data type ¨)© iª , for the characters that can occur in a file, and «¬ ª® w ¦ ,
for strings of characters. Then the type ¯ ¤ ° ¬ will be identified as «¬ ª® w ¦²± «³¬ ª® w ¦ . The type «³¬ ª® w ¦ is
|
essentially the same as  ®C´ ¬ ¨9© iª ~ , but for convenience we introduce a couple of small modifications: first,
|
we’ll use  rather than µr¶ to denote the empty string, and second, we’ll define ¬ i®·  i¸²¢£m ~ to be equal
to  rather than leaving it undefined. The reason for this move is that it enables us to define operations and
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prove theorems about them much more simply. Thus the type-specification for ¹ZºC»¼¾½v¿ is

À ÁHÂjÃ9Ä ºC»¼¾½v¿
Ë jÂ Ã ÇNÌÍÈÊÎ$Æ,Ï4É

ÅvÆ,ÇZÈÊÉ
Ä Cº »¼¾½v¿
Ò9ÕÓ Ô »

Ð ÃKÑ ÌÍÈÊÎ$Æ,Ï4É
Ó,ÝIÔ?Þ,ä Ø§Ù ½D¹ ä<Ô,åæèççGéaÔ
Ä Cº »¼¾½v¿
Ò ÓÔ »Ú Ä º"»¼¾½v¿ÜÛ Ä ºC»¼¾½v¿
Ô ¼Cã ä Ø§Ù ½D¹ ä<Ôåæêççjéæ
Ø¢ÖÙ ½D× ¹ )
º
ÓÝIÔ?Þ × Ä º"»N¼½v¿ÜÛ Ò)ÓÔ »Eßáà Ý »» Ù »?â
Ó,ÝIÔ?Þ,ä çjé;Ý »N» Ù »
Ôº ¼ã Ä× º"»¼¾½v¿ÜÛ Ä º"»¼¾½v¿
º Ô ¼Cã ä Ö çëé
Ý Þ
Ý ïK× Ý »r¹ Ý are defined for strings exactly as forÖ lists.Ö
The functions ìëírí ½ and î
Ý ñ º to be simply Ä ºC»¼¾½v¿kÚ Ä ºC»¼¾½v¿ . Thus the text
We now define the data-type ð
òróôõrö÷?øÊùúÍûKürýiþ ÿ?ü  ö EüKômû róô  ?ü
(with the cursor at the ‘m’) would be represented as the string pair

 ñ Ù  ½  Ù » Ø ¼ ! ÊÝ Ó ð #å " í ¹ Ù ïKÝ » º Ó,Ý ã Ô$%9Þ Ù ¿'&

ÝIñ º .
ó
þ)*ô÷,+þ-Íü þ-
Insertion. Insertion of a character at the cursor position. For example, inserting into (
)
Ò

Ó
Ô
I
Ý
9þ.*,ô&÷' +rþ-róü þ- . We introduce a new operation /1032
should result in (
»&Úáð ñ ºÛFð ÝIñ º , with
the relation:
×
/1042 ä<Ô,å 65 å î7& ç-é  Ø§Ù ½D¹ ä<Ô,å 5 ç]å î7&
We go on to define various familiar word-processing operations in the context of the data-type ð

The insertion operation allows us to build up text-files of any length, starting with the empty file, e.g.,

/1042 ä ò å   å
/1042 ä ó  å Ö ò å9Ö 8
/1042 ä ô å óÍò å98

& çFé
&ç é
&ç é

 ò å98 &
 óKò å98 &
 ôóÍò å98 &

giving us the text-file The .

Ý

Ò)ÓÕÔ »Ú:ð Ý ñ º Û ð Ý ñ º , but its effect is a little

Overwrite. This has the same type as ¼½D¹ »Nº , i.e., :<;>=
different, as all users of word-processors and text-editors know:
×

:<;>= ä<Ôå 65 å î7& çjé  §Ø Ù D½ ¹ ä<Ô,å 5 ]ç å º Ô ¼ã ä î ç &

Compare:

1/ 042 ä û @å ? ô ÿ÷'Ióô  ø A ü ö-9ümÿ móô ùÍô ç é
:<;>= ä û @å ? ô ÿ÷'Ióô  ø A ü ö-9ümÿ móô ùÍô ç é

Deletion.

? ôÿÕ÷'ZóÕô  ø rû üö-9ümÿ móÕô ùÍô
? ôÿÕ÷'ZóÕô  ø rû üö-9üiÿróôùÕô

There are two forms of deletion commonly used in word-processors. Starting with the file

òróôõrö÷?øÊùúÍûKürýiþ ?ÿ ü 
  ö EüKômû róô  ?ü

a deletion operation could result in either of

òróôõöv÷?øÊùúÍûKürýmþ9ÿKü   ö üKômûmóÕô ? ü
òróôõöv÷?øÊùúÍûKürýmþ9ÿKü    BEüKômûmóÕô ? ü
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(for example, in Word, the first type of deletion occurs when you press the Del key, the second type occurs
when you press the backspace key). We shall call the first type ‘delete’ ( CEDBF ), and the second ‘back-delete’
( G4H,C ). They are operations of type I JLK)MONPIQJRK)M . Note that if the cursor is at the end of the file, then
S JUTVJLM#J has no effect, whereas if the cursor is at the beginning of the file, then WYXZ\[ S JRTVJLM#J has no effect. The
definitions of these operations are

EC DBF']#^6_a`9b7c#dfe
G4HiCE]#^6_a`9b7c#dfe

^6_E`#M@XghT#]6b7d#c
^MjXghT#]6_,dk`9b7c

Cursor movement. We can define functions ‘cursor-left’ and ‘cursor-right’ l3m3F`\l3m3monBIQJLK.MNpI JLK)M
which have the effect of the back-arrow and forward-arrow keys. Note that if the cursor is at the end of the
file, then l3m3m has no effect, while if the cursor is at the beginning of the file then l4mqF has no effect; thus
the two operations are exactly mirror images of one another. The relations are

l3m3F-]#^6_E`9b7c#dfe
l4mqm3]#^6_E`9b7c#dfe

r

^M@XghT#]6_sdk`9ZYtvuxw]Vy)JUX S ]6_,dk`9b7d#c
r ^6_E`9b7c S
^6Z\tvuxw]Vy.JRX ]6b7dk`9_,dk`#M@XghT#]6b7d#c
^6_E`9b7c

(if _{e}
z | )
(otherwise)

(if b~e}
z | )
(otherwise)

As usual, we can use these definitions to prove theorems which tell us useful or interesting properties of
the operations on the data-type. For example, how are the two ‘delete’ operations related to insertion and
overwrite? The answers are given by the following theorems. You can verify these empirically using your
favourite text editor, but they can also be straightforwardly proved using the relations by which the operations
are defined—a more watertight procedure.

3.1 Some word-processing theorems
1.

2.

14]6X.`RCEDBF] d#d e<>m4]6X)`#d . This says that if you delete the character at the cursor and insert a
character X , then this is equivalent to overwriting the character at the cursor with X , e.g.:
v '-O'B N v' 'O-AB N *- -'O-AB
CaD!F-]@14x]6X.`# d#d e4Qm3]d . If you insert the new character first and then delete, again this is
equivalent to overwriting:

3.

* -'O-AB N *- '-O'B N v' '-O'B
G<HiCa]@14]6X.`# d#dOe . If you insert a character and then back-delete, this gets you back to where

you started:

4.

v -'O'AB N v- 'O'AB N v -'O'AB
14]Vy.JRX S ]6TVJ@LML] d#dk`UG4H,C] d#de . Here TVJ@LM selects the first element of an ordered pair (so
TVJ@LML]#^6_E`9b7ce_ ). So this theorem says that if you back-delete, and then insert the the character

that was initially immediately to the left of the cursor, you get back to where you started:

v '-O'B N v -'O-AB N * -'O-AB

The proof of the first of these theorems is as follows:

14x]6X.`RCEDBF]#^6_E`9b7c#d#die13]6X)`U^6_a`#MjXghT#]6b7d#c#d,e^6Z\t*uxw]6X.`9_,dk`#M@XghT#]6b7d#cie <>m4]6X)`U^6_a`9b7c#d
The others are left as an exercise.
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